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Celebrating 50 Years of Excellence
1954-1959

Prof. L. Stuart Lauchland
Celebrating 50 Years of Engineering Excellence
Our First Graduating Class!
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The Advisory Council

E.V. Buchanan, 1st Chair
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1960-1970

Dean Richard M. Dillon
Our first MESc grads

George Douglas Raithby
BESc ‘62, MESc ‘63

Another in 1964 and 7 more by 1965!
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Our first PhD grad
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Celebrating 50 Years of Engineering Excellence

Women in Engineering

50th
1971-1977

Dean A. I. Johnson
SACDA, our first spin-off
L. S. Lauchland Alumni Award

1977 Dr. Ross Leonard Judd, BESc ‘58
1979 Dr. Michael Owen Toll, BESc ‘68
1981 Mr. Carl Erik Kohn, BESC ‘64
1982 Mr. Steven Killing, BESc ‘72
1984 Dr. John R. Grace, BESc ‘65
1986 Mr. Peter C. Maurice, BESc ‘60
1989 Mr. John Thompson, BESc ‘66
1990 Mr. Brian Hewat, BESc ‘59
1991 Mr. Ron Yamada, BESc ‘64
1994 Mr. Bill Etherington, BESc ‘63
1997 Mr. Jack McBain, BESc ‘66
1998 Mr. Henry Yip, BESc ‘73
1999 Mr. John Westeinde, BESc ‘62
2001 Mr. John Jardine, BESc ‘65
2002 Mr. Douglas Muzyka, BESc ‘77
2003 Mr. Ted M. Aziz, BESc ‘60
2004 Dr. Peter Castle, BESc ‘61, Phd ‘69
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1978-1987

Dean Gordon F. Chess
Leaders in Research

Including...

Environmental and Systems Engineering
Materials Engineering
Applied Electrostatics
Wind Engineering
Fluid Mechanics
Geotechnical Engineering
Radio Engineering
Sound and Vibration
Biochemical Engineering
Chemical Reactor Engineering

...and more!
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New Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel
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Student Projects
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1987-1999

Dean R. Mohan Mathur
Discovery Western founded

1989
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UES logo trademarked

®

Official TM
filed 1993-1995

1994

UES council from 1969!
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Entering class breaks 400 students!

...total 2004 enrolment is over 1600!
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Almost out of time,

but something’s missing…
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Pranks!
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Pranks!
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Pranks!

FOR BETTER OR WORSE – BY LYNN JOHNSTON

Hoo, Mike! Lookit! I got last night! I took these shots on your campus at about 3:30 A.M.!

The engineers painted the dome on the observatory orange—An' I got 'em doing it!!

What is it?

Those guys play that same dumb stunt year after year after year!

I know.

That's what I love about these old schools, Mike ... it's all the tradition!
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Pranks!
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2000-2004

Dean Franco Berruti
The Thompson Engineering Building

2004
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The Future
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2054
Enjoy the Party!

50 Years of Western Engineering